Using the Flow-Seal Valve

1. If product tends to separate, shake vigorously at least 30 seconds.

2. Hold the unit at a slight angle, tip on firm surface; gently depress tip. A gentle pumping action will speed activation. Valve is primed when product reaches the end of the top.

   **NOTE:** The more viscous the product, the longer it will take to prime. In general priming takes between 20 to 90 Seconds.

3. When more product is needed during use, depress tip gently and product will flow immediately.

4. After use, replace hood and twist downward for air tight seal.

5. Tips may be removed for replacement or cleaning.
Filling the Flow-Seal Valve

1. **Bottle Type**
   With cap on the valve screw the valve onto the filled bottle.

2. **Tube Type**
   With cap on insert the valve into the filled tube then tap the valve until shoulder of the closure is flush against the tube. We suggest using a rubber mallet to avoid damage to the tube.

3. To release air pressure or purge the filled unit. Hold in upright position; remove cap and depress tip approximately 2 seconds.

**CAUTION**

DO NOT OVERFILL